Department of Information Technology Engineering

Guest Lectures

Topic: Database Architectures and applications
Conducted for SE/TE/ME: SE and TE
Date of Guest Lecture: 29/6/2013
Purpose: to learn about the various database architectures that are used in industry now days and respective applications.
Profile of the Guest Lecturer:
Name of the Person: Mr. Amit Giri
Designation: Manger
Name of the Company: BLINK Consulting Pvt Ltd, Pune

Topic: Functional Dependency and Normalization
Conducted for SE/TE/ME: TE
Date of Guest Lecture: 3/8/2013
Purpose: to learn about the how to design database using Normalization concept.
Profile of the Guest Lecturer:
Name of the Person: Mrs. Kalpana Thakre
Designation: Associate Professor
Name of the Company/Organization: Sinhgad College of Engineering, Pune

Topic: SAP
Conducted for SE/TE/ME: SE and TE
Date of Guest Lecture: 7/8/2013
Purpose: SAP empowers people and organizations to work together more efficiently and use business insight more effectively to stay ahead of the competition.
Profile of the Guest Lecturer:
Name of the Person: Mr. Punit
Designation: Functional/Bussiness Consultant
Name of the Company: IBM India Pvt . Ltd

Conducted for SE/TE/ME: SE and TE
Date of Guest Lecture: 17/8/2013
Purpose: To introduce test techniques (static, white box and black box) to students.
Profile of the Guest Lecturer:
Name of the Person: Ms. Yogini Bhambre
Designation: Software Tester
Name of the Company: Persistent System Ltd, Pune
**Topic:** Plagiarism  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** ME  
**Date of Guest Lecture:** 13/8/2013  
**Purpose:** To learn about Plagiarism. Plagiarism is a form of academic misconduct in which you represent someone else's words or ideas as your own. The basic expectation in every class is that whatever you write will be your own words, generated from your own understanding.  
**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**  
**Name of the Person:** Dr. Rajesh Ingle  
**Designation:** Professor.  
**Name of the Company/Organization:** P.I.C.T, Pune.

**Topic:** Mainframe  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** SE, TE  
**Date of Guest Lecture:** 24/8/2013  
**Purpose:** To learn about concepts & opportunities in Mainframe.  
**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**  
**Name of the Person:** Mrs. Pinky Chetwani  
**Designation:** Sr. System Engineer  
**Name of the Company:** IBM, Pune

**Topic:** Behavioral skills and Personality Development  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** SE, TE  
**Date of Guest Lecture:** 7/9/2013  
**Purpose:** To understand and know purpose in life, get a positive thought pattern, gain confidence, improve behavior, learn better communication and develop a healthy physique.  
**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**  
**Name of the Person:** Mr. Punit  
**Designation:** Functional/Bussiness Consultant  
**Name of the Company:** IBM India Pvt. Ltd

**Topic:** Big Data  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** TE, ME  
**Date of Guest Lecture:** 14/9/2013  
**Purpose:** To introduce new technology to students i.e. Big Data and Hadoop.  
**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**  
**Name of the Person:** Mr. Rahul Dhond  
**Designation:** IT Consultant  
**Name of the Company:** Clearlogy Solutions Pvt. Pune
**Design of Digital Logic Design and Circuits and VHDL programming.**

**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** SE, TE/ME

**Date of Guest Lecture:** 20/9/2013

**Purpose:** Digital logic is the basis for digital computing. It is fundamental to understanding how circuits and hardware communicate within a computer.

**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**

**Name of the Person:** Mr. Shriram Sadashiv Kulkarni

**Designation:** Associate Professor

**Name of the Company:** SAE, Kondhawa

---

**Server-Side Programming in Java.**

**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** TE

**Date of Guest Lecture:** 7/3/2014

**Purpose:** To understand the basic concepts related to server-side programming.

**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**

**Name of the Person:** Mr. Anand Kamble.

**Designation:** Associate

**Name of the Company:** Saama Technologies India Pvt Ltd.

---

**Introduction to Interactive Graphics**

**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** SE

**Date of Guest Lecture:** 15/3/2014

**Purpose:** To understand the importance of computer graphics in the IT industry.

**Profile of the Guest Lecturer:**

**Name of the Person:** Mr. Saurabh Prasad.

**Designation:** Sr. Software Engineer

**Name of the Company:** Nvidia

---

**Workshop**

**Introduction to Python Programming**

**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** SE, TE, and ME

**Conducted on:** 10/8/13

**Profile of the Speaker:**

**Name:** Satyajit Ranjeev

**Designation:** Senior Software Engineer

**Company Name:** mquotient Pvt Ltd, Pune
**Topic:** Introduction to Python Programming  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** SE, TE and ME  
**Conducted on:** 10/8/13  
**Profile of the Speaker:**  
**Name:** Haridas N  
**Designation:** Project Manager  
**Company Name:** mquotient Pvt Ltd, Pune

**Topic:** LaTeX  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** ME  
**Conducted on:** 11/10/13 and 12/10/13  
**Profile of the Speaker:**  
**Name:** Anirudha Rumale  
**Designation:** Assistant Professor  
**Organization:** Department of computer engineering, SVPM’s college of engg, Malegaon-bk.

**Topic:** Hands on Hadoop  
**Conducted for SE/TE/ME:** ME  
**Conducted on:** 15/3/14  
**Profile of the Speaker:**  
**Name:** Mr. Kunal Parmar  
**Designation:** System Engineer  
**Company Name:** Infosys

**“Appberry” Workshop**  
**Under Techtonic 2013-2014**  
**Speaker:**  
1. Mr. Abhishek Bajpai, scientific officer at Computer Division BARC  
2. Mr. Sachin Deshpande,